Time request for 6-meter telescope
(scientific part) 
for the 1st half of year 2022
1 Principal Investigator (Institution) – Program

2 Type of objects (choose from):
T - ToO (Targets of Opportunity), E - Extragalactic, S - Stars, P - Sun and Planetary systems, M – Miscellaneous

3 Scientific problem
   3a Current state of the field of study. Topicality of the problem
   3b Brief information on objects under study 
   3с Results achieved earlier (including those by co-investigators) (if available)

4 Methods proposed to solve the task
Why additional studies are needed? 
How and to what extent is it proposed to conduct additional observations? 
What did determine the choice (sample) of objects to observe? 
What is the scientific significance of the expected results?

5 Motivation
   5a Justification for the use of the telescope
   5b Justification of the choice of an instrument 
Justification of the choice of an instrument (instruments) and receiver (s), spectral resolution, etc.
   5c Observing strategy
Describe the features of observations, such as, for example, seeing, priorities of objects, the duty cycle of expositions and others. It is recommended to specify the minimum amount of time (number of objects), which is required for the basic objectives of the application (without taking into account the weather factor). 
For the ToO proposals – the trigger of observations and the maximum possible delay in the start of observations after the trigger. The decision on conducting the ToO is taken by the director of SAO RAS in accordance with the allocated quota and observing conditions.

6 Publications
   6a New proposal
For a new proposal - evidence of the applicant`s skills in working with the observed data (experience, publications on similar proposals, etc.).
   6b Ongoing program
The results  obtained at the previous stages  showing the degree  of accomplishment  of the  proposal
(in percents).
Published or accepted for publication papers of applicants in peer-reviewed scientific journals, reports at conferences on the results of the program obtained at previous stages. If necessary, attach corresponding material (up to 5 most significant publications based on the results of the program).
It is recommended to give a table with the following structure:

Authors
Paper title
Journal, volume, issue, year

















